Infinite harmonic series with alternating signs, capable of being extended to infinity in both directions, of which the Leibnitz series for \n 9 2a = d = 2, is typical (Sp = ^n)9 can be very simply transformed into very rapidly con verging doubly infinite series, termed S r D, in which the successive terms are the reciprocals of any number, n + 1, of factors in arithmetical progression, the first two (in one case the first three) factors of the successive terms con stituting the same arithmetical progression: The transformation of an infinite harmonic series into one very rapidly diverging can be effected very simply for the doubly infinite form
h\ Soddy mid-term, of an arithmetical progression. I t is denoted by SD, and its relation to the ordinary singly infinite series Sg is given by in which SD is expressed as the difference between two singly infinite har monic series termed Ss and S_s.
The commonest examples of Ss are the series summing to loge2, for which a -d = 1, and the Leibnitz series for \tt for which 2a = = 2, and which are here characterized and distinguished by single and double dashes, as S's and S " s respectively. When a is an integral multiple of d, as in S's, the method is not directly applicable as the denominator of one of the terms of the series vanishes and the further consideration of the loge 2 series may be deferred. For S" 8, S"_s is -\ ir , & " D is \n, illustrated for this series and those derivable from it.
The algebra is similar to th at on which the generalized theory of finite differences is largely based, as, for example, in the Euler transformation, which, however, deals with algebraic identities and is therefore generally applicable though not generally useful. In the case described the result follows from a particular property of the harmonic series which is trans formed into a very rapidly convergent set of series. This will be denoted by 8T to distinguish it from the Euler transformed series which will be termed ST:
With this method the latter is obtainable from the former by a further transformation. I t would appear th at ST for the harmonic series is a concisely formulizable general expression only because of the peculiarity of the harmonic series mentioned. To facilitate computation and also to include the loge 2 series and derivatives, in which a is an integral multiple of d, a summation of the initial terms of both ST and ST by means of what are termed Summate Numerators is described.
The harmonic series have the particular property th a t any number, 1, of terms, if the unit numerators are replaced by the binomial coefficients of the expansion (1 -x)n, sum to a single term, in which the denominator is the product of the (n + 1) denominators of the single terms, and the (la )
ator is the same whatever part of the series is summed, being independent of a and a function only of n and d. Thus using -+ c2, -c3, ..., ( -1 cn to denote these coefficients, where c0 and cn are unity; ct and cn_x = n; c2 and cn_2 = {n(n -1)}/2!; c8 and cn_3 = {n(n -1) -2)}/3!; and so o n :
The summation of infinite harmonic series 379 (a + bd) (a + 6 +1 . d )( a + 6 + 2 . ...
n is any + integer, including 0 if 0! is conventionally reckoned unity, and the method derives from the fact th a t b may be any integer, + or -, without the expression (2) being invalidated. The partial fraction of 1) terms on the left will be termed Pn, and the rational fraction with 1) factors in the denominator on the right by Rn. The summation of these is a way of summing the original series, if an appropriate spacing factor, s, or number of terms of Pn separating the successive terms summed, is used. Then b is sM, as M assumes successive integral values over the range of summa tion. The spacing factor is denoted by a left-hand subscript as gPn or I t is convenient to start sometimes with a negative term of Pn, which may give a different series, and in this case the suffix s is preceded by a minus sign as _gPn. Thus Z-8Pn or £_sRn = -£ spn or -Z 8Rn.
A particular term of the series may be indicated by a right-hand super script as Pff or R^f. Whens = l,becauseofthe equality of the sum of the + and -coefficients, 
M -p M~p
The second relation of (3) is a form of the well-known solution for the sum of a finite number of terms of a series, the terms of which are + and the reciprocals of any number of factors in arithmetical progression, the first factors of the successive terms constituting the same arithmetical pro gression.
* The expressions throughout with asterisked numbers are arrived at when successive terms of 8Pn with the assigned spacing are arrayed in successive hori zontal lines and summed vertically.
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When 5 = 2, because the + and -coefficients both sum to 2H_1, 
F. Soddy
In this way the doubly infinite harmonic series with alternating signs. SD, is transformed into the doubly infinite series ST , the terms of which are the reciprocals of any number (n + 1) of factors in arithm the first two factors of the successive terms constituting the same arithmetical progression, multiplied by the constant 2{\d)nn\.
Applying the general expressions (4) and (4a) to the Leibnitz series, for which SD is \tt, the result is
Both forms with n = 0 reproduce the Leibnitz series, which thus as the first of an infinite number of the series denoted Sp-With = 1, the two forms (5) and (5a) give the Leibnitz series with pairs of successive + and -, or -and + terms, respectively, combined. For (5), which may be regarded as the normal form, when n is odd, owing to the negative factors in the denominator occurring in pairs, all the terms are + , and two cases arise according as \{n +1) is even or odd. For the first, there is a single central term for M = -\(n+ 1), of the form 1 ( 1 .3 .5 ... wp ' the terms equi distant on either side being equal. For the second, the series divides into two identical series extending respectively from M --\{n -1) to + oo, and from M = -£(w + 3) to -oo. They are reformulized as (56) For even values of n in (5) the terms are 4-from -\n to +oo, the others being negative, so that, when arranged in order of magnitude, after 4-1 4-terms the signs alternate, the first factors of the successive terms then being in arithmetical progression. This is useful in computation in th at the limit is approached from either side alternately, but otherwise they need no se2>arate consideration because combination of successive + and -pairs gives the forms with the next higher (odd) values of n just reformulized. Before considering these new n series further a few other variants may be noted.
For odd values of n using form (5) when %(n+ 1) is even and form (5a) when it is odd, and adjusting the value of M to make the denominators symmetrical, as is allowable since the summation is to oo in both directions, 2304" " -1.1.3.5.7 + 5.7.9.11.13 1 1 .1 3 .1 5 .1 7 .19+ *"
and so on, the signs being alternating. Lastly may be noted the form from (5) by summation also of n from 0 to oo, In the same way n/e is derived from (5e), \{n(e*-1)} from (5 and from (5 h), n(eThe curious law of convergence for these n series may be illustrated for expression (5 c) with n -9:
M --2 and -3 -1 and -4 n _ 1 t 1 8.9! = (1.3.5.7)2.9.11 + (1.3)2.5 .7 .9 .1 1 . Thus, even with quite moderate values of n, the first \(n -1) doubled terms comprise nearly the whole sum. These are referred to as 'large term s' in contradistinction to the ' small terms ' for the values of M from 0 to + oo. The rate of convergence is a t its maximum with this form for = 1, being ( 1 .3)/{(2w. + 3) (2 n + 5)}, or with totic limit of the Euler transformed series, when M, reckoned from -\{n -1) as zero, is greater than \2(n).For form (56) the maximum conv M -1, l/{(2w-f 3) (2w + 5)} is three times greater. With large values of n the sum of the small terms is infinitesimal.
In a computation of 7r by (56), n = 39, the ten large terms (one central and nine double) of themselves gave the result correct to 11 places of decimals. The first small term added gave three more places, with five the result was correct to 22 places, with ten to 27 and with fifteen to 31 places. The method could not perhaps yet compete with those developed over centuries with the entirely special methods for this one constant from the geometry of the circle by which Shanks ultimately obtained a value for n correct to over 700 places of decimals, though that is perhaps a question of the number of digits that could be incorporated in a calculating machine. For large values of M, it compares unfavourably with the Euler trans formed series, in th at the asymptotic limit of its rate of convergence is zero, and, after M is greater than about 2 quicker computation would be got by increasing n rather than M. But the method is universally applic able to any harmonic series with alternating signs, including the Ss series for logc2 and its derivatives, about to be considered, and is extremely powerful over any conceivably useful range.
When n is large, the computation is assisted by another method of summing the large terms, which is equally applicable to the $s series, including that for log62. For these, owing to the summation starting a t M = 0, there is a deficiency, termed Z>n_2, which is easy to evaluate, due to the numerators of the first (n-1) terms (two less terms in Pn) not reaching the constant value 2W_1:
where for 2x~nDn_2 is written °dw _2, which will be called the deficiency term, the left-hand superscript being the value of M from which the summation starts, and the right-hand subscript denoting th at the number of terms involved is two less than for Pn. The deficiency term may be evaluated as follows: 
Comparing (12) and (5) r+ because, with n odd, the set of terms from = 0 to + oo is identical with the set from -^(n+l) to -oo. Hence the deficiency term is the sum of the large terms multiplied by n! . Generally for any 8T S series, DM _2 may also be written Finally, the general expression for the relation between the §(w-1) large terms and the Euler series, independently of the a/d ratio so long as it is not a whole number, may be recorded, 3, 5, 7, ..., oo. Pallasites possess a remarkable structure of olivine, enclosed in a sponge or three-dimensional net of nickel iron. Structures which are more or less of this character are obtained in metallurgy, but pallasites cannot have originated in the same way, because the included olivine is less fusible than the metal, while iron slag is more fusible. The structure of the specimens figured can, however, be closely imitated by pouring molten alloy into a compact layer of stone fragments. The fragments used are angular or rounded, according to the character of the pallasite to be imitated.
Meteorites, as is well known, fall for the most p art into two classes: those consisting mainly of iron, and those consisting mainly of stone. There is, however, an intermediate and much rarer class, of which less has been written. This consists of olivine in a three-dimensional net or sponge of iron. Such meteorites are known as pallasites, from the original example reported of iron from Asiatic Russia, by P. S. Pallas, in 1776.
